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Over the past ten years CED organizations
have been turning increasingly from the public
sector to the private sector for support. Less money
is available for CED work from the federal and
provincial levels of government. What funding
governments do make available they prefer to
designate to specific projects rather than general
operating costs. Both these factors constrain the
ability of CED groups to focus on the local eco-
nomic and social needs of the community.

Some mature CED organizations are managing the transition

well through associations that are very similar to conventional

business relationships: joint ventures, license agreements, and

service contracts, for example. However, few CED organizations

are at a stage in their development where this type of commercial

relationship is feasible. Their work, although vital from a social or

possibly environmental perspective, will not result in a financial

return and is not perceived by the private sector as a viable

business opportunity. How then to channel private sector

resources to these worthy initiatives?

Since its inception in 1996, the Canadian Youth Business

Foundation (CYBF) has attempted to be a resource specifically to

CED organizations working with young entrepreneurs. CYBF’s

programs provide funds for business loans, access to mentors and

education, and skill development opportunities via

youthbusiness.com. Unlike other CED organizations, however,

CYBF was started by the private sector. It wasn’t until 2001 that

CYBF received any government funding.

CYBF’s experience over the past seven years offers valuable

lessons for any CED organization interested in receiving support

from private corporations and from government, or in the whole

process of adapting support networks and financial strategies to

the changing funding environment.

The launch of CYBF represented a unique development in the

history of Canada’s voluntary sector. It was the first time the

sector had championed the creation of a national voluntary

sector organization for young entrepreneurs. The plan also

private

Strategy & Structure

recognized the importance of local organizations as the primary

agencies for economic development and the delivery of services.

The foundation’s strategy hinged upon effective partnerships

with community organizations and institutions. Already involved

in local economic development work, including support for first

time entrepreneurs, these“community partners” would have the

accessibility and the intelligence required to assist young

entrepreneurs in the community. Participating national corpora-

tions and local community partners could together become a

force to support entrepreneurship and raise its legitimacy within

the community. CYBF would be the lynchpin to the relationship.

Since 1996, CYBF has established 35 such partnerships across

Canada. The community partners have included Community

Futures Corporations, community loan funds, and college-based

entrepreneurship centres. They and more than 700 volunteers

have formed CYBF’s essential “front door” for serving young
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CYBF represented the first time the private sector
had championed the creation of a national volun-
tary sector organization for young entrepreneurs....
Yet by 1998, it was evident that CYBF’s financial
strategy was not feasible.

people interested in entrepreneurship. In addition, the employees

of corporate sponsors gained opportunities to take a role in

entrepreneur training as CYBF volunteers in their home

communities.

Originally, CYBF was intended as a response to unacceptable

levels of unemployment amongst Canada’s youth (18-34 years). In

the early ‘90s official unemployment levels for that age group

commonly exceeded 20%. Employment often held little appeal.

Youth cobbled together a livelihood working at several part-time

jobs with no security or opportunities for advancement. There was

an increasing fear in both government and the private sector that

an entire generation would not get an opportunity to establish a

career. Still, there were signs of an important shift in attitude:

entrepreneurship had not only become an acceptable career choice,

it was turning into an attractive option for the majority of youth.
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CYBF’s initial financial strategy was based on corporate

philanthropy. Staff solicited contributions in money, seconded

staff, and a variety of gifts-in-kind in excess of $8 million. The

founders believed that, over time, revenue from the loan program

would reduce the need for this philanthropic support.

As they say,“It seemed like a good idea at the time.” Corporations

were increasing and have continued to increase the number and

size of their contributions to charities throughout Canada.

(Statistics Canada reports corporate charitable donations in 1988

as $414,197 million or 0.645% of corporate pre-tax profits. In

1999 this amount would rise to $975,513 million or 0.935% of

corporate pre-tax profits.)

Yet by 1998, it was evident that CYBF’s financial strategy was

Multi-Stakeholder Fundraising

CYBF in Action

CYBF’s start-up loans are generally to a

maximum of $15,000 and repayable over

3-5 years. Mentorship is a requirement of

the loan approval process.

Since opening in July 2000, the

(Anthony Stille and

Saskia Van Viegen, proprietors, fourth and

fifth from left) has established a reputation

as a dynamic, youth-oriented institution

that has welcomed to Toronto more than

3500 students from 22 countries. Offering

a program that includes a photography

club, shiatsu workshops, and opportunities

to volunteer and explore Canadian culture,

the School sets new standards of best

practice in English language training. The

English School of Canada won the CYBF

Best New Business Award in 2002.

English

School of Canada

With a background in finance, human

resources, and consulting,

(left) volunteers his time and

expertise to assist young entrepreneurs in

the Calgary area. Retired after 37 years

in business, Peter has mentored eight

CYBF clients including Kevin Zazula (right)

of , who nominated

Peter for the CYBF’s Outstanding Mentor

Award. Says Kevin, “It is not often that

you find someone who puts this much in.

I have had partners that never put one

fourth of Peter's efforts into the business.”

To “keep busy and involved,” Peter likes

to work with at least three young

entrepreneurs at a time.

Peter

Bradbury

Fynbos Designs

Gary Francis takes marketing to the next

level with the “Jam Van,” a 24-foot

marketing vehicle that is part billboard,

part entertainment centre, part store. With

each vans decked out with full-colour

illuminated images and an exotic 6000-

watt sound system, offers

its clients individualized, street-level

marketing. Francis spent two years

researching demographics, the advertising

industry, and the needs of prospective

clients before taking his business on the

road. His mentor, Erica Herbert, is a

Toronto accountant and management

consultant. Gary won CYBF's Best New

Business Award in 2001.

Jam Van Inc.

not feasible. The cost of lending to inexperienced young entrepre-

neurs was higher than anticipated. The recession that created so

much youth unemployment had also obliged many community

partners to cut back their operating budgets. The cost of

promoting the CYBF loan program exceeded the modest fees

paid by the foundation. Despite assurances to the contrary, the

CYBF board did not think that the private sector could be

expected to bear these higher costs alone. In 1999 CYBF began

to design a new financial strategy that would combine internal

revenue generation with contributions from both the private

sector and government.

To accomplish this we had to re-brand the organization. We

needed a new“value proposition” that would not change the

foundation’s mission, but align CYBF more closely with the

philanthropic and business goals of existing and potential

corporate donors.
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IT solutions & training
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For one thing, by the late ‘90s youth unemployment was no

longer a national issue in the eyes of the corporate sector and

government. In fact there was a growing belief that the economy

would soon experience labour shortages due to the retirement of

large numbers of “baby boomers.”

Secondly, CYBF had learnt that corporate philanthropy is

being replaced in many instances by a model of social or commu-

nity . Increasingly, corporate supporters are looking for a

relationship that addresses the corporation’s business goals. The

relationship should enable the corporation to become fully

engaged in an initiative and influence its outcomes. There should

be a quantifiable“return on investment” that was relevant to the

donor’s strategic interests.

As Ken Freitus put it on behalf of Timberland Company, a

U.S. manufacturer of footwear and other apparel:

“Timberland doesn’t give money to charity. Instead we try to

create a return. We integrate the notion of value creation

into all our activities. We create values for ourselves as a

company, our employees, our shareholders, our customers

and the community and the non-profit organizations we

co-operate with. The traditional notion of philanthropy is

not adequate. It is not smart or wise to approach the social

problems of society with the financial leftovers of the

companies. By integrating our social activities into our

business strategies we provide these social activities with

the sustainability that will see them through hard times

and harness business to work in another fashion.” (1997)

investment

need for a particular product or service that in turn provides a

corporation with an acceptable return on investment in terms of an

enhanced community profile, increased profit, and a competitive

advantage. For CYBF, that response is new businesses started by

young entrepreneurs.

In view of anticipated limits to private sector funding, however,

CYBF also needed to appeal to the federal government agencies –

essentially, to create and maintain a strategic alliance between them,

private corporations, and the CYBF. Government, too, needs to see

quantifiable results from its contribution, so CYBF programs had

to support the implementation of important government policy

initiatives.

After three years of negotiations a partnership agreement with

the federal government was completed in 2002. The agreement

provides CYBF with a reward for potential corporate sponsors.

Every new donation or renewed contribution from the private sector

is now matched by an equal contribution from the government. As a

result, a dollar contribution from the private sector yields two

dollars to the foundation.

The whole matter of communicating such the strategy to current

and prospective supporters is a daunting responsibility. It is

paramount that CYBF representatives understand the context in

which the foundation is requesting funds and to be able to articulate

the proposition in a clear and simple fashion.

CYBF established a parallel organization with the mandate to

raise funds for the foundation. Initially the standing committee

responsible for fundraising reported directly to the chair of the

board of directors. This changed in 2002 when it was decided a new

board position would be created with the responsibility for

fundraising. The chair of the fundraising campaign would lead a

new committee consisting of people who were familiar with the

corporate sector and senior members of government. Since most

members of the board were not experienced fundraisers, new

volunteers were recruited as members of the fundraising committee.

The approach to a corporation or government agency is the task

of the fundraising committee. These volunteer“ambassadors” have

personal relationships with senior members of the targeted

organizations. Most discussions are small and private, held in

association with special CYBF events such as business lunches and

benefit dinners. Initial meetings focus on the work of the founda-

tion and potential common interests. If (and only if ) a mutually

beneficial relationship can clearly be defined, does the CYBF rep

make a request for support.

Relationships with supporters (especially corporate ones) can be

vague and open to misinterpretation and change. CYBF always

formalizes its relationships with major supporters in a written

agreement that specifies mutually beneficial and measurable

outcomes. CYBF must understand the expectations of the prospec-

tive supporter in detail. Similarly, the corporate or government

supporter must appreciate the needs of the foundation.

Relationship Management

So rather than offer a solution to“youth unemployment,” we

decided to recast the CYBF as supporter and promoter of the

“Builders of Canada’s New Economy.” To quote the Prime

Minister’s Task Force on Young Entrepreneurs (1999), these young

people are the country’s future“job makers, not job takers.” The

new brand promotes contributions in CYBF as a“solid invest-

ment” in Canada’s future that will result in an enduring“legacy.”

The difficult part has been to design a single, manageable

fundraising strategy that takes into account and reconciles the

interests of CYBF with those of a range of prospective supporters.

Firstly, there is the need to find ways to connect the business

interests of corporate sponsors with those of potential community

partners. The challenge is to create a response to a community’s

CYBF began to design a new financial strategy that
would combine internal revenue generation with
contributions from both the private sector & govern-
ment. The difficult part has been to design a single,
manageable fundraising strategy that takes into
account & reconciles the interests of CYBF with
those of a range of prospective supporters.
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Practices to Guide the Formation of Relationships

Effective communication

Recognize each relationship as unique.

Understand supporters’ goals.

Be concise.

Formulate specific and quantifiable goals

is vital. Many of the outcomes

from the relationship are neither financial nor tangible.

Each

supporting organization has specific “investment” interests

that must be acknowledged and understood.

Request for support must

be based on a clear understanding of the potential

supporter’s community investment goals.

The proposal should be concise and tailored to

the interests of senior management.

. The

proposal should have specific and quantifiable goals and

outcomes.

Practices to Guide Ongoing Management of Relationships

Monitor progress

Develop a pro-active communication and relationship strategy

Develop personal relationships

Celebrate and recognize contributions

Track, document, and report successful relationships and

accomplishments

and provide supporters with regular updates.

with

periodic reviews to ensure that progress is being achieved and that all

parties are satisfied.

with senior management representatives

of supporting companies. Ensure that they understand of the purpose of the

relationship and that they “champion” the project within their companies.

. Acknowledgement will enhance

the corporation’s profile with young entrepreneurs, the corporation’s

employees and the public. Use the media.

. Each successful relationship is a building block that

enhances the foundation’s value in the minds of potential supporters.

Practices for the Formation and Management of Relationships

Source: D. Pell in , The Canadian Youth Foundation, 2002.Livelihoods Pathfinder: Building Effective Relationships with Corporate Sponsors

Once an agreement is in place and the contribution has been

received the relationship has to be carefully managed – a very

difficult and time-consuming task. Again CYBF has learned that it

is the responsibility of the recipient to assume leadership in this

regard. CYBF ensures that the contributor’s support is frequently

acknowledged, that the contributor is well informed, and that

opportunities for engagement are available.

In each case, we recommend that the corporate partner appoint

a senior staff member to act as liaison with the foundation. It is the

responsibility of this designated person to keep his organization

informed. (Ideally, he/she generates excitement within the

corporation for the relationship and its outcomes.) In addition to

regular reports, opportunities for the corporate partner to see the

results of its contributions are vital. Frequent invitations to tours

and other special CYBF events are two options, as are invitations

to volunteer in some capacity. CYBF invites major supporters to

become directors, to chair committees that select annual award

winners, and to serve as mentors or members of community loan

review committees.

The careful management of relationships with supporters is

essential to maintaining a productive relationship with foundation

supporters and to renewing contributions. (See table, this page.)

But it requires significant staff time. CYBF has not had adequate

staff for this task. Senior staff have had to share the responsibili-

ties, reducing the time they have for program responsibilities and

in some instances at the cost of some quality of service.

CYBF continues to struggle with this issue. Although volun-

teers can be very helpful, paid staff are really required to provide

program details in full and to co-ordinate communication, but

adequate funds for this work are difficult to find. In CYBF’s case

an answer to this issue must be found or the risk of losing

supporters is very high.

Over the past four years CYBF has made an intensive effort to

learn how to work more effectively with the private sector and

government. The foundation continues to adapt to the private

sector’s “investment” approach to community engagement while

simultaneously managing a partnership with government based on

public policy interests. Although in excess of $13 million has been

raised since 2001, CYBF continues to struggle with the increasing

complexity and demands of its numerous supporters. At this time

it is not certain if our new fundraising strategy and private-public

sector partnership model will enable the foundation to grow and

become self-sustaining.

The process of developing effective partnerships between

governments, corporations, and CED organizations like CYBF

remains poorly defined. All three sectors are mired in confusion as

to what they can accomplish together and how to achieve success.

Nevertheless, the value of having partners from both the private

and public sector is very clear to both staff and the board at CYBF.

The challenge is to manage these relationships to everyone’s

satisfaction and benefit.

DAVID PELL is the former CEO of the Canadian Youth Business Foundation

and the Canadian Youth Foundation and a member of the Canadian CED

Network (CCEDNet). Contact him at davidpell@sympatico.ca. All photos

courtesy of the Canadian Youth Business Foundation.
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